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About the company

Pikotec Oy designs and manufactures electronics for the

metal and electric industry. One of our special fields of

experience is electronics for measuring, controlling and

monitoring the functions of operating devices in working

machines. True expertise is only created through
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At Pikotec Oy, we feel at home in situations where

electronics require exceptional precision and reliability

in high-stress environment.
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Graphical TFT Displays
for Lifts

•Can be installed either to the cabin or to a level
•Can be configured to operate in landscape or portrait mode
•Virtually unlimited number of floors (only limited by the customers protocol)
•Fully customisable content (videos, pictures, etc.)
•Videos can be stored on the memory card or streamed from the net

as TV live stream
•Device comes with microSDHC memory card (up to 32 GB)
•Fonts and arrows can be any size, shape and colour
•Fully animated graphical interface (60 fps)
•Easy to use Configurator application
•Optional sound card for video’s sound and voice announcements
•Optional touchscreen can be used to simulate call buttons
•Ability to display emergency information in a power failure situation automatically

(requires external back-up power supplied to corresponding connector),
polarity is software selectable

•Adjustable loudspeaker volume (loudspeaker is an accessory)
•Real time clock operates until year 2099( daylight saving automatism)

Key features

TFT Big

Pikotec’s new series of elevator TFT displays is
available in several screen sizes including 7”,
10.4”, 12.1” and 15.1”. The software/ hardware
platform which will be the basis for all new displays
makes it possible to easily use almost any
commercially available screens with resolution
up to 1080p. Touchscreen will be available as an
option.

With easy to use Configurator application users
can easily create graphically rich configurations
for the displays. These configurations can then
be transferred to the display through LAN or
wireless network or simply by coping files to the
memory card of the display.
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Displays

Screen Size Resolution

7” 800x480

10.4” 1024x768
(optionally 800x600)

12.1” 1024x768

15.1” 1024x768
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Aspect ratio 4:3 (optionally 16:9), except 7’’ wide screen 16:9
White luminance
(brightness) >350 cd/m2

Contrast ratio >500
Touchscreen high quality projective capacitive touchscreen that is

able to operate through max 10 mm protective glass
Elevator interfaces CAN, RS-485, any required amount of optoisolated

parallel inputs and outputs
Other interfaces LAN, WLAN, USB
Dimensions width and height are determined by the size of the display,

min thickness = ~35 mm
Operation voltage Range 12…24 VDC regulated

Backup battery input

With easy to use Configurator application users can easily create
graphically rich configurations for the displays.



Graphical color TFT
Display for Lifts

•3.5” TFT screen with QVGA (320x240) resolution and LED backlight
•RS-485 and CAN interfaces + parallel with VEBUS adapter
•Can be installed either to the cabin or to a level
•Can be configured to operate in landscape or portrait mode
•Virtually unlimited number of floors (only limited by the customers protocol)
•Fully customizable content
•Fonts and arrows can be any size, shape and color
•Two operation modes: playlist mode and picture-per-floor mode
•Selectable background images (JPEG) for every floor in

picture-per-floor mode
•In playlist mode background images and videos are showed

independently of the floor
•Selectable floor marking images (BMP or PNG) for every floor
•Animated arrows

TFT 35

TFT35 is designed especially for elevator
applications. The content showed by the display
can be fully customized.

All files, such as background images, videos and
floor marking images are stored on the memory
card that comes with the display. Easy to use
configuration application helps user to simulate
display view on every floor and save content files
to the memory card.

Display can be connected to the elevator system
by RS-485 and CAN interfaces. By default the
VEBUS protocol is used over RS-485 interface,
but any custom protocol can be implemented
and used through these serial buses. For the
parallel interface a special adapter card can be
used to convert binary or gray code data to serial
VEBUS protocol.

As an option for this display customer can order
a sound card which enables sound playback for
videos and floor number / alarm voice
announcements.
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Key features
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Size 3.5 inch
Type TFT
Resolution (pixels) 320 x 240
Active area (mm) 70 x 53
Horizontal viewing angle 120°
Vertical viewing angle 110°
Contrast ratio >250
Backlight white LEDs

Display module specifications

Physical dimensions (mm)  125 x 73
Operation environment
- Temperature: 0…70 °C
- Dry environment, RH: <85% (no condensation)
- Not to be used in wet, moist or dusty environment

Size and environment

Operation voltage range 12…24 VDC regulated
Current consumption
@ 24 VDC ~75 mA
• Backup battery input
• Loudspeaker impedance: 8…32 oh

Electrical characters

•Arrow images (BMP or PNG) and scrolling speed of the arrows are selectable
•Device comes with FAT formatted microSD memory card (up to 2GB)
•The amount of images and videos is limited only by the size of the memory card
•The length of the video (AVI) is also limited only by the size of the memory card
•All images, videos and configuration file are stored on the memory card
•User can create configuration file manually with any text editor or automatically

with easy to use configuration application
•No need for direct PC connection
•Device can be fully reconfigured simply by changing memory card
•Optional sound card for video’s sound and voice announcements

TFT 35

Optional VEBUS or/and Sound Card

Active area
70,1 x 52,6
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Graphical color TFT
Display for Lifts

•5.7” TFT screen with QVGA (320x240) resolution and LED backlight
•RS-485 and CAN interfaces + parallel with VEBUS adapter
•Can be installed either to the cabin or to a level
•Can be configured to operate in landscape or portrait mode
•Virtually unlimited number of floors (only limited by the customers protocol)
•Fully customizable content
•Fonts and arrows can be any size, shape and color
•Two operation modes: playlist mode and picture-per-floor mode
•Selectable background images (JPEG) for every floor in

picture-per-floor mode
•In playlist mode background images and videos are showed

independently of the floor
•Selectable floor marking images (BMP or PNG) for every floor
•Animated arrows

TFT 57

TFT57 is a graphical color TFT display designed
especially for elevator applications.

The content showed by the display can be fully
customized. All files, such as background images,
videos and floor marking images are stored on
the memory card that comes with the display.
Easy to use configuration application helps user
to simulate display view on every floor and save
content files to the memory card.

Display can be connected to the elevator system
by RS-485 and CAN interfaces. By default the
VEBUS protocol is used over RS-485 interface,
but any custom protocol can be implemented
and used through these serial buses. For the
parallel interface a special adapter card can be
used to convert binary or gray code data to serial
VEBUS protocol. As an option for this display
customer can order a sound card which enables
sound playback for videos and floor number /
alarm voice announcements.

Key features



Size 5.7 inch
Type TFT
Resolution (pixels) 320 x 240
Active area (mm) 115 x 86
Horizontal viewing angle 160°
Vertical viewing angle 140°
Contrast ratio >500
Backlight white LEDs

Display module specifications

Electrical characters

•Arrow images (BMP or PNG) and scrolling speed of the arrows are selectable
•Device comes with FAT formatted microSD memory card (up to 2GB)
•The amount of images and videos is limited only by the size of the memory card
•The length of the video (AVI) is also limited only by the size of the memory card
•All images, videos and configuration file are stored on the memory card
•User can create configuration file manually with any text editor or automatically

with easy to use configuration application
•No need for direct PC connection
•Device can be fully reconfigured simply by changing memory card
•Optional sound card for video’s sound and voice announcements
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Size and environment

Physical dimensions (mm)       144 x 105
Operation environment
- Temperature: 0…70 °C
- Dry environment, RH: <85% (no condensation)
- Not to be used in wet, moist or dusty environment

Operation voltage range 12…24 VDC
regulated

Current consumption
@ 24 VDC ~160 mA
• Backup battery input
• Loudspeaker impedance: 8…32 oh

TFT 57

Active area
115,2 x 86,4

Optional VEBUS or/and Sound Card
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Horizontal Graphic LCD
Display Device for Lifts

•Applicable for assembly either to the
car or to the level

•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Presents floor markings, direction

arrows and graphical symbols needed
for special indications

•Floor mark consists of one or two
letters or numbers
(0...9, A...Z, minus sign)

• (Optional) presentation of time
and date

• (Optional) presentation of floor
associated bitmaps of size 160 x 32
pixels, capacity is 12 bitmaps

Functional specifications

LCD240
horizontal series

Horizontal version of LCD240 is a graphic
LCD display with a resolution of 240 by 128
pixels and horizontal orientation.

The display is optimized for lift applications.
It can be assembled either to the car or to
the level. It can present floor markings, direc-
tion arrows and the other graphical symbols
needed for special indications. Also other
information, such as time and date, a com-
pany logo or “floor info pictures”, can be
presented on specific versions. User editable
floor info pictures enable presentation of any
useful information associated with certain
floor(s) in addition to regular car position
indication.

Audible signaling can be done by a standard
gong. Gong sounds differently according to
direction that car moves. Device is capable
to take action in power failure situation au-
tomatically. There are two PCB versions
available, standard and small.

•!Audible signaling by a standard gong
(loudspeaker is an accessory)

•Ability to display emergency information
in a power failure situation automaticall
(requires external back-up power
supplied to corresponding connector),
polarity is software selectable

•Adjustable loudspeaker volume
(loudspeaker is an accessory)

•Real time clock operates until year 2099
(daylight saving automatism)
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134
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125 64 135

Display resolution 240 x 128 pixels (H x V)
LCD type STN, negative, blue,

transmissive
Backlight long life white LED
Active area 114 mm x 64 mm
Viewing angle min. 40°

with contrast ratio = 1.4)
Contrast ratio typ. 5

(when sigma = 10°
and teta = 0°)

Adjustable contrast (trimmer potentiometer)
Expected lifetime 100 000 h

Display module specifications

Physical dimensions (additional space for connectors)
Standard PCB 144 mm x 135 mm x 24 mm
Small PCB 144 mm x 104 mm x 24 mm
Weight 245 g (max.)
Operation environment
- 0...70°C, RH < 85% (no condensation)
- Not to be used in wet, moist or dusty environment

Size and environment

Operating voltage range
12...30 VDC (max. 5% ripple)
Current consumption
65...113 mA @ 24 VDC (without gong)
•Backup battery input
•Parallel interface has

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down
  or pull-up resistors (jumper selectable)
- Input voltage range: 0...30 VDC

- Logic 0: 0...1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10...30 VDC

- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary / Gray
- 4 inputs for the symbol indications control
- 2 inputs for the gong control
- 2 inputs for arrow direction control
- 1 input that activates arrow scrolling

•RS-232 serial interface fo LCDtool cable
•Loudspeaker impedance: 8...32 ohm
•Adjustable volume (trimmer potentiometer)

Electrical connections

•LCDtool application (accessory)
- All graphics (bitmap)

are editable with a PC
- Requires LCDtool software and

a cable, also picture editing
software is needed

- Floor marks and twelve floor
pictures can be easily modified
by editing the text file

- LCDtool also sets device clock
up to date

•Device configuration is made by
means of displayed menu and 3 push
buttons covering configuration of:
- Input coding (BIN or GRAY)
- Installation position selection

(CAR/LANDING)
- Logo graphics (OFF/ON)
- Programming (PROG OFF/ON)
- Power Failure Polarity

(PF POLAR 0/1)
- Arrow input selection (EXT/AUTO)
- Emergency info picture

(EMER INFO 0...2)
- Time and date settings

(RTC SET) (optional)
- Level for SYM4 (SYM4 FLOOR)
- Level for gong if in landing-mode

(GONG FLOOR)
- Floor marks (BUS 00...BUS 31)

Configuration
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Vertical Graphic LCD
Display Device for Lifts

•Applicable for assembly either to the
car or to the level

•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Presents floor markings, direction

arrows and graphical symbols needed
for special indications

•Floor mark consists of one or two
letters or numbers
(0...9, A...Z, minus sign)

Functional specifications

LCD240
vertical series

Vertical version of LCD240 is a graphic LCD
display with a resolution of 128 by 240 pixels
and vertical orientation.

The display is optimized for lift applications.
It can be assembled either to the car or to
the level. It can present floor markings, direc-
tion arrows and the other graphical symbols
needed for special indications. Also other
information, such as a company logo can be
presented.

Audible signaling can be done by a standard
gong. Gong sounds differently according to
direction that car moves. Device is capable
to take action in power failure situation au-
tomatically.

There are two PCB versions available, stand-
ard and small.

•!Audible signaling by a standard gong
(loudspeaker is an accessory)

•Ability to display emergency information
in a power failure situation automaticall
(requires external back-up power
supplied to corresponding connector),
polarity is software selectable

•Adjustable loudspeaker volume
(loudspeaker is an accessory)
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Display resolution 128 x 240 pixels (H x V)
LCD type STN, negative, blue,

transmissive
Backlight long life white LED
Active area 114 mm x 64 mm
Viewing angle min. 40°

with contrast ratio = 1.4)
Contrast ratio typ. 5

(when sigma = 10°
and teta = 0°)

Adjustable contrast (trimmer potentiometer)
Expected lifetime 100 000 h

Display module specifications

Physical dimensions (+additional space for connectors)
Standard PCB 144 mm x 135 mm x 24 mm
Small PCB 144 mm x 104 mm x 24 mm
Weight 245 g (max.)
Operation environment
- 0...70°C, RH < 85% (no condensation)
- Not to be used in wet, moist or dusty environment

Size and environment

Operating voltage range
12...30 VDC (max. 5% ripple)
Current consumption
65...113 mA @ 24 VDC (without gong)
•Backup battery input
•Parallel interface has

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down
  or pull-up resistors (jumper selectable)
- Input voltage range: 0...30 VDC

- Logic 0: 0...1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10...30 VDC

- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary / Gray
- 4 inputs for the symbol indications control
- 2 inputs for the gong control
- 2 inputs for arrow direction control
- 1 input that activates arrow scrolling

•RS-232 serial interface fo LCDtool cable
•Loudspeaker impedance: 8...32 ohm
•Adjustable volume (trimmer potentiometer)

Electrical connections

•LCDtool application (accessory)
- All graphics (bitmap)

are editable with a PC
- Requires LCDtool software and

a cable, also picture editing
software is needed

- Floor marks and twelve floor
pictures can be easily modified
by editing the text file

•Device configuration is made by
means of displayed menu and 3 push
buttons covering configuration of:
- Input coding (BIN or GRAY)
- Installation position selection

(CAR/LANDING)
- Logo graphics (OFF/ON)
- Programming (PROG OFF/ON)
- Power Failure Polarity

(PF POLAR 0/1)
- Arrow input selection (EXT/AUTO)
- Emergency info picture

(EMER INFO 0...2)
- Level for SYM4 (SYM4 FLOOR)
- Level for gong if in landing-mode

(GONG FLOOR)
- Floor marks (BUS 00...BUS 31)

Configuration

144
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104

22

137

20

10

LCD240
vertical
series



Horizontal Graphic LCD
Display Device for Lifts

•Applicable for assembly either
to the car or to a level.

•Maximum number of floors is 32
(optional up to 64 floors)

•Presents floor markings, direction
arrows and graphical symbols needed
for special indications

•Floor mark consists of one or two letters
or numbers (0...9, A...Z, minus sign)

•(Optional) presentation of time and date
•(Optional) presentation of floor associated

bitmaps of size 160 x 32 pixels,
capacity is 12 bitmaps

Functional specifications

LCD240-3Hxx
horizontal series
with CAN capability

LCD240-3Hxx is a horizontal orientated graphic
LCD display with optional CAN interface.
Resolution of the display is 240x128 pixels.

The display is optimized for lift applications.
It can be assembled either to the car or to the
level. It can present floor markings, direction
arrows and the other graphical symbols needed
for special indications. Also other information,
such as time and date, a company logo or “floor
info pictures”, can be presented on specific
versions. User editable floor info pictures enable
presentation of any useful information associ-
ated with certain floor(s) in addition to regular
car position indication.

Audible signaling can be done by a standard
gong. Gong sounds differently according to
direction that car moves. Device is capable to
take action in power failure situation automat-
ically.

•Audible signaling by a standard gong
(loudspeaker is an accessory)

•Ability to display emergency information
in a power failure situation automatically
(requires external back-up power
supplied to corresponding connector).
Polarity is software selectable.

•Adjustable loudspeaker volume
(loudspeaker is an accessory)

•Real time clock operates until year 2099
(daylight saving automatism)
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Display resolution 240 x 128 pixels (H x V)
LCD type STN, negative, blue,

transmissive
Backlight long life white LED
Active area 107,98 mm x 57,58 mm
Viewing angle min. 20°, max. 40°,

with contrast ratio >– 5)
Contrast ratio typ. 3 (when sigma = 10°

and teta = 0°)
Adjustable contrast (trimmer potentiometer)
Expected lifetime 100 000 h

Display module specifications

Physical dimensions
(+additional space
for connectors)
160 mm x 82 mm x 22 mm
Weight 245 g (max.)
Operation environment
- 0...70°C, RH < 85%
  (no condensation)
- Not to be used in wet, moist
  or dusty environment

Size and environmentOperating voltage range
12...30 VDC (max. 5% ripple)
Current consumption
65...113 mA @ 24 VDC (without gong)
•Backup battery input
•Parallel interface has

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down
  or pull-up resistors (jumper selectable)
- Input voltage range: 0...30 VDC

- Logic 0: 0...1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10...30 VDC

- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary / Gray
- 4 inputs for the symbol indications control
- 2 inputs for the gong control
- 2 inputs for arrow direction control
- 1 input that activates arrow scrolling

•Serial bus RS485 (Vebus) and CAN interface
•RS-232 serial interface for LCDtool cable
•Loudspeaker impedance: 8...32 ohm
•Adjustable volume (trimmer potentiometer)

Electrical connections

•LCDtool application (accessory)
- All graphics (bitmap) are editable with a PC
- Requires LCDtool software and a cable,

also picture editing software is needed
- Floor marks and twelve floor pictures

can be easily modified by editing the text file
- LCDtool also sets device clock up to date

•Device configuration is made by means of
displayed menu and 3 push buttons
covering configuration of:
- Input coding (BIN or GRAY)

Configuration
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6482

147

74,5

3,5 mm

114

- Installation position selection
(CAR/LANDING)

- Logo graphics (OFF/ON)
- Programming (PROG OFF/ON)
- Power Failure Polarity (PF POLAR 0/1)
- Arrow input selection (EXT/AUTO)
- Emergency info picture (EMER INFO 0...2)
- Time and date settings (RTC SET) (optional)
- Level for SYM4 (SYM4 FLOOR)
- Level for gong if in landing-mode (GONG FLOOR)
- Floor marks (BUS 00...BUS 31)

LCD240-3Hxx
horizontal series
with CAN capability
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Vertical Graphic LCD Display
Device for Lifts

•Applicable for assembly either to the car
or to a level.

•Maximum number of floors is 32
(optional up to 64 floors)

•Presents floor markings, direction arrows
and graphical symbols needed for
special indications

•Floor mark consists of one or two letters
or numbers (0...9, A...Z, minus sign)

Functional specifications

LCD240-3Vxx
vertical series
with CAN capability

LCD240-3Vxx is a vertical orientated graphic
LCD display with optional CAN interface. Res-
olution of the display is 128x240 pixels.

The display is optimized for lift applications.
It can be assembled either to the car or to the
level. It can present floor markings, direction
arrows and the other graphical symbols needed
for special indications. Also other information,
such as a company logo can be presented.

Audible signaling can be done by a standard
gong. Gong sounds differently according to
direction that car moves. Device is capable to
take action in power failure situation auto-
matically.

There are two PCB versions available,
standard and small.

•Audible signaling by a standard gong
(loudspeaker is an accessory)

•Ability to display emergency information
in a power failure situation automatically
(requires external back-up power
supplied to corresponding connector).
Polarity is software selectable.

•Adjustable loudspeaker volume
(loudspeaker is an accessory)



Display resolution 128 x 240 pixels (H x V)
LCD type STN, negative, blue,

transmissive
Backlight long life white LED
Active area 57,58 mm x 107,98 mm
Viewing angle min. 20°, max. 40°,

with contrast ratio >– 5)
Contrast ratio typ. 3 (when sigma = 10°

and teta = 0°)
Adjustable contrast (trimmer potentiometer)
Expected lifetime 100 000 h

Display module specifications

Physical dimensions (+additional space for connectors)
82 mm x 160 mm x 22 mm
Weight 245 g (max.)
Operation environment
- 0...70°C, RH < 85% (no condensation)
- Not to be used in wet, moist or dusty environment

Size and environment

Operating voltage range
12...30 VDC (max. 5% ripple)
Current consumption
65...113 mA @ 24 VDC (without gong)
•Backup battery input
•Parallel interface has

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down
  or pull-up resistors (jumper selectable)
- Input voltage range: 0...30 VDC

- Logic 0: 0...1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10...30 VDC

- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary / Gray
- 4 inputs for the symbol indications control
- 2 inputs for the gong control
- 2 inputs for arrow direction control
- 1 input that activates arrow scrolling

•Serial bus RS485 (Vebus) and CAN interface
•RS-232 serial interface for LCDtool cable
•Loudspeaker impedance: 8...32 ohm
•Adjustable volume (trimmer potentiometer)

Electrical connections

•LCDtool application (accessory)
- All graphics (bitmap)

are editable with a PC
- Requires LCDtool software and

a cable, also picture editing
software is needed

- Floor marks and twelve floor
pictures can be easily modified
by editing the text file

•Device configuration is made by
means of displayed menu and 3 push
buttons covering configuration of:
- Input coding (BIN or GRAY)
- Installation position selection

(CAR/LANDING)
- Logo graphics (OFF/ON)
- Programming (PROG OFF/ON)
- Power Failure Polarity

(PF POLAR 0/1)
- Arrow input selection (EXT/AUTO)
- Emergency info picture

(EMER INFO 0...2)
- Level for SYM4 (SYM4 FLOOR)
- Level for gong if in landing-mode

(GONG FLOOR)
- Floor marks (BUS 00...BUS 31)

Configuration
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LCD240-3Vxx
vertical series
with CAN capability



Dot Matrix Display Device for Lifts

•Applicable for assembly either to the car or to a level
•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Presents floor markings, direction arrows and indicators
•Floor mark consists of 2 characters:

0...9, A...Z, space _ - ( ) * + , . / : ;
•Scrolling of arrows can be made automatically. Scrolling time

is customer configurable. External activation of arrow scrolling
is also possible (in parallel interface version S2DM30 this
makes indicators unavailable)

•VEBUS serial interface (in S2DMS30 version) enhances
control possibilities (makes available external control of audible
signaling, external activation of arrow scrolling concurrently
with indicators, etc)

Functional specifications

S2DM30

S2DM30 is a microcontroller based dot matrix
display device for lifts. The fundamental idea behind
the S2DM30 is having a considerably small 2-digit
device, yet having almost all features that 3-digit
models have. The audio feature is not available for
it. It can be assembled either to the car or to the
level. It can present floor markings, direction arrows
and indicators. It accepts wide range of nominal
supply voltages, because it is equipped with high
efficiency switched mode power supply. Advanced
digital filtering enhances robustness in poor signal
quality environments.
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Visual specifications

Display resolution:
2 pieces of 5 x 7 led matrixes
Active area  30 mm x 68 mm
Viewing angle  min. 60°
Color  Red on stock, please
inquire for special colors

Configuration

Device configuration is made by
means of displayed menu and 3 push
buttons covering configuration of:
• Installation position selection

(Car/Landing)
• Input coding (Binary/Gray)
•Level where gong sounds

if in landing-mode (0…31)
•Scrolling time (1…5)
•Select IND1 and IND2 control:

arrow scrolling / indicators
• IND1 indicator symbol
• IND2 indicator symbol
•Floor marks

Size and environment

Physical dimensions
70 mm x 54 mm x 20 mm
(+ additional space for connectors)
Operation environment
0…60 °C, RH: <85% (no condensation)
•Not to be used in wet, moist or

dusty environment

Electrical connections

Operating voltage range
12…30 VDC (max. 5% ripple voltage)

Current consumption
150…75 mA @ 12…24 VDC
(without gong)

•Setup copy function interface
•Parallel interface in 2SDM30 has:

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down or pull-up
  resistors depending on jumper settings
- Input voltage range: 0…30 VDC
- Logic 0: 0…1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10…30 VDC
- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary/Gray

•2 indicator control inputs (alternatively
onfigurable to control arrow scrolling)

•S2DMS30 has VEBUS serial interface



Dot Matrix Display Device for Lifts

•Applicable for assembly either to the car or to a level
•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Presents floor markings, direction arrows and indicators
•Floor mark consists of 2 characters:

0...9, A...Z, space _ - ( ) * + , . / : ;
•Scrolling of arrows can be made automatically. Scrolling

time is customer configurable. External activation of arrow
scrolling is also possible (in parallel interface version 3DM30
this makes indicators unavailable)

•Audible signaling by a standard gong with different sound
depending on direction (upwards 1120 Hz, downwards
980 Hz and 871 Hz)

•Gong volume 30 dB adjustment range in 4 steps
•Optionally available with loudspeaker
•VEBUS serial interface (in 3DMS30 version) enhances control

possibilities (external control of audible signaling, external
activation of arrow scrolling concurrently with indicators, etc)

Functional specifications

3DM30

3DM30 is a microcontroller based dot matrix
display device for lifts. It can be assembled either
to the car or to the level. It can present floor
markings, direction arrows and indicators. It
accepts wide range of nominal supply voltages,
because it is equipped with high efficiency
switched mode power supply. 3-tone gong sound
generator produces different sound depending
on direction. Advanced digital filtering enhances
robustness in poor signal quality environments.

Visual specifications

Display resolution:
3 pieces of 5 x 7 led matrixes
Active area 30 mm x 68 mm
Viewing angle min. 60°
Color Red on stock, please
inquire for special colors

Configuration

Device configuration is made by means
of displayed menu and 3 push buttons
covering configuration of:
•Gong volume (1...4)
• Installation position selection

(Car/Landing)
• Input coding (Binary/Gray)
•Level where gong sounds

if in landing-mode (0…31)
•Scrolling time (1…5)
•Select IND1 and IND2 control:

arrow scrolling / indicators
• IND1 indicator symbol
• IND2 indicator symbol
•Floor marks

Size and environment

Physical dimensions
110 mm x 65 mm x 20 mm
(+ additional space for connectors)
Operation environment
0…60 °C, RH: <85% (no condensation)
•Not to be used in wet, moist or

dusty environment

Electrical connections

Operating voltage range
12…30 VDC (max. 5% ripple voltage)

Current consumption
150…75 mA @ 12…24 VDC
(without gong)

•Setup copy function interface
Loudspeaker impedance  8...32 ohm
•Parallel interface in 3DM30 has:

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down or pull-up
  resistors depending on jumper settings
- Input voltage range: 0…30 VDC
- Logic 0: 0…1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10…30 VDC
- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary/Gray

•2 indicator control inputs (alternatively
configurable to control arrow scrolling)

•3DMS30 has VEBUS serial interface
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6DM55
Dot Matrix Display Device for Lifts

Functional specifications

•Applicable for assembly either to the car or to a level
•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Presents floor markings, direction arrows and indicators
•Floor mark consists of 2 characters:

0...9, A...Z, space _ - ( ) * + , . / : ;
•Scrolling of arrows can be made automatically.

Scrolling time is customer configurable. External activation
of arrow scrolling is also possible)

•Output connectors for external lanterns
•Audible signaling by a standard gong with different sound

depending on direction (upwards 1120 Hz, downwards
980 Hz and 871 Hz)

•Gong volume 30 dB adjustment range in 4 steps
•Optionally available with loudspeaker
•VEBUS serial interface offers advanced control possibilities

(external control of audible signaling, external activation of
arrow scrolling concurrently with indicators, etc)

6DM55 is a microcontroller based dot matrix display
device for lifts. It can be assembled either to the
car or to the level. It can present floor markings,
direction arrows and indicators. It accepts wide
range of nominal supply voltages, because it is
equipped with high efficiency switched mode power
supply. 3-tone gong sound generator produces dif-
ferent sound depending on direction. 6DM55 has
VEBUS serial interface.

Electrical connections

Operating voltage range
12…30 VDC (max. 5% ripple voltage)
Current consumption
150…75 mA @ 12…24 VDC (without gong)
•Setup copy function interface
Loudspeaker impedance  8...32 ohm
•Connectors for external lanterns
•VEBUS serial interface

Visual specifications

Display resolution  15 x 14 led dots
Active area  55 mm x 60 mm
Viewing angle  min. 60°
Color Red on stock, please
inquire for special colors

Configuration

Device configuration is made by means
of displayed menu and 3 push buttons
covering configuration of:
•Gong volume (1...4)
• Installation position selection

(Car/Landing)
• Input coding (Binary/Gray)
•Level where gong sounds

if in landing-mode (0…31)
•Scrolling time (1…5)
•Select IND1 and IND2 control:

arrow scrolling / indicators
• IND1 indicator symbol
• IND2 indicator symbol
•Floor marks

Size and environment

Physical dimensions
155 mm x 65 mm x 11 mm
(+ additional space for connectors)
Operation environment
0…60 °C, RH: <85% (no condensation)
•Not to be used in wet, moist or

dusty environment
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7S2 Red/Blue
Horizontal Segment
Display Device for Lifts

Functional specifications

•Applicable for assembly either to the car
or to a level

•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Floor mark consists of one or two numbers

(0…9)
•Audible signaling by a standard gong with

different sound depending on direction
(Upwards 1120 Hz, Downwards 980 Hz
and 871 Hz)

•Gong volume 30 dB,
adjustment range in 4 steps

•Optionally available with loudspeaker
•VEBUS serial interface (in 7SS2 version)

enhances control possibilities
(makes available external control
of audible signaling)

7S2 is a microcontroller based 7-segment
display device for lifts. It can be assembled
either to the car or to the level. 7S2 ac-
cepts a wide range of nominal supply volt-
ages; this is possible because it is equipped
with high efficiency on board switched
mode power supply (SMPS). 3-tone gong
sound generator produces different sound
depending on direction.

Electrical connections

Operating voltage range
12…30 VDC
(max. 5% ripple voltage)
Current consumption
150…75 mA @ 12…24 VDC
(without gong)
•Parallel interface in 7S2 has:

- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down
  or pull-up resistors depending
  on jumper settings
- Input voltage range: 0…30 VDC
- Logic 0: 0…1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10…30 VDC
- Parallel mode position input
  coding is selectable:

Binary/Gray
- 2 indicator control inputs

•7SS2 has VEBUS serial interface
•Setup copy function interface
Loudspeaker impedance
8...32 ohm

Visual specifications

Display consists of
2 pieces of
44 mm x 31 mm
7 segment display modules
Viewing angle  min. 60°
Color Red/blue on stock,
please inquire for special
colors

Configuration

Device configuration is
made by means of displayed
menu and 3 push buttons
covering configuration of:
•Gong volume (1...4)
• Installation position

selection (Car/Landing)
• Input coding (Binary/Gray)
•Level where gong sounds

if in landing-mode (0…31)

Size and environment

Physical dimensions
110 mm x 65 mm x 25 mm
(+ additional space for
connectors)
Operation environment
0…60 °C, RH: <85%
(no condensation)
•Not to be used in wet,

moist or dusty environment

110
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55 65
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VEBUS-A1 is a parallel interface to serial
VEBUS interface converter card. It is intend-
ed for lift applications. It makes possible to
connect devices that use conventional parallel
interface to systems that utilize serial VEBUS
interface. Optionally it can be used to inter-
connect old 7- segment signaling devices with
parallel or serial controlled systems.
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Vebus-A1
Vebus Adapter

Features

•Intended for lift applications
•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Converts conventional parallel interface

into a serial VEBUS interface
•VEBUS serial interface enhances control

possibilities of many Pikotec Oy manu-
factured products. E.g. it can make available
external control of audible signaling, external
activation of arrow scrolling concurrently
with indicators, etc

Electrical connections

Operating voltage range
12…30 VDC (max. 5% ripple voltage)

Current consumption
33 mA @ 12…24 VDC (no load)

•Parallel interface in 3DM30 has:
- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down or pull-up
  resistors depending on jumper settings
- Input voltage range: 0…30 VDC
- Logic 0: 0…1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10…30 VDC

•4 inputs for the symbol indications control
•2 inputs for the gong control

(GONG UP, GONG DOWN)

Size and environment

Physical dimensions
95 mm x 65 mm x 18 mm
(+ additional space for connectors)
Operation environment
0…60 °C, RH: <85% (no condensation)
•Not to be used in wet, moist or

dusty environment

•2 inputs for arrow direction control
(ARRUP, ARR-DOWN)
•1 input that activates arrow scrolling
•VEBUS serial interface
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A main control unit with
a conventional parallel
output interface is
connected to a VEBUS
based system using
VEBUS-A1.

MOUNTING BINARY/GRAY
OUTPUT UART

SUPPLY
OUTPUT RS-485

SUPPLY VOLTAGE
INPUT 12...30 VDC

PARALLEL INPUT

7-SEGMENT

UP
PULL
DOWN

Prog.

78GR-ADAPTER

4

S
U

P
P

LY
 V

O
LT

A
G

E
R

S
-4

8
5

CAR

SHAFT

MAIN CONTROL CENTER
AND POWER SUPPLY

PPARALLEL CARALLEL CONTRONTROLOLPARALLEL CONTROL

Vebus-A1
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Lift Audio 2

Lift Audio 2 is fully independent voice playback
unit. It is capable of announcing floor mark-
ings and other possible special indications.
There is also a possibility to play background
music.

The unit can be connected either to a typical
parallel control interface or to a RS-485
based VEBUS interface. Advanced digital
technology ensures high quality and natural
voice reproduction. On board potentiometer
can be used for sound volume adjustment.

Default set of voice sample files includes 59
English samples spoken by female. Due to a
standard detechable memory type it is easy
to change voice samples for example to a
different language or add new background
music.

Advanced voice announcer
unit for lifts

Functional specifications

•Applicable for assembly either
to the car or to a level

•Maximum number of floors is 32
•Enables high quality voice announcements

of floor markings and special indications
•Voice announcement is played when

gong or symbol inputs are triggered
(or through VEBUS control)

•Standard flash memory type for
voice sample files
- Lots of space
- Exchangeable
- User can easily change or modify the
voice sample files with PC computer
(requires MMC memory card reader)

•Includes sample files
- English, female
- Used for creating the needed
  voice announcements
- Numbers 0...9, letters A…Z,
  minus sign and three special
  indications

•Built in high performance audio
power amplifier for driving external
loudspeaker

•Adjustable loudspeaker volume
•Capable of playing background music
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Audio

•MP3 playback, 160 kbps bitrate recommended
•Supports MPEG-1 and MPEG–2 Layer III

(CBR, VBR, ABR)
•Audio amplifier,

- Max. 8W @ 8 Ohm
- Overload protection: current limit and
  thermal shutdown
- 1-channel (left)

Configuration

•The device is configured using a setup file
in memory card’s root directory

•To change or modify the files in memory
card, you need a memory card reader,
which supports Multimedia card (MMC).

Size and environment

Physical dimensions
150 mm x 95 mm x 13 mm
(+ additional space for connectors)
Weight   75 g
Operation environment
0…70 °C, RH: <85% (no condensation)
•Not to be used in wet, moist or

dusty environment

Electrical connections

Operating voltage range
12…30 VDC (max. 5% ripple voltage)

Current consumption
100 mA @ 24 VDC
(without loudspeaker)

Parallel interface has:
- Internal 10 k ohm pull-down or pull-up
resistors (jumper selectable)
- Input voltage range: 0…30 VDC
- Logic 0: 0…1 VDC
- Logic 1: 10…30 VDC
- Parallel mode position input coding
  is selectable: Binary/Gray, 5-bits
- 4 inputs for the symbol indications control
- 2 inputs for the gong control

•VEBUS serial communication interface
(optional)
- RS-485 compatible bus connections
- Protocol is developed and optimized
  for lift applications

•Loudspeaker impedance: 8...16 1
•Adjustable volume

(trimmer potentiometer)
•Memory card, MMC

- Default 128 MB, or up to 1 GB
- Supports FAT12, FAT16 and FAT32
  (FAT16 recommended)

PUSHBUTTONS

VOLUME
MEMORY

CARD

A – B
RS-485
(VEBUS)

V5 GMD
SUPPLY VOLTAGE

20...30 VDC

B0...5    SYM/GONG/ARR
POLARITY JUMPERS

LOUDSPEAKER
OUT
8...16 OHM

PA
R

A
LLEL IN

P
U

T

Lift Audio 2
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Led Price Change Units
for Petrol Stations

Technical information for red
four digits 300 mm LED display

Operating voltage 24 Vdc
Power consumption 25W/PCU
Light source super bright LED lamps
Brightness over 2000 mCd
LED colours red
Viewing angle 35°-70°
LEDs' life span over 10 years
Operating from -40°C
temperature to +60°C

Pikotec Oy has designed and manufactured electronics for the
metal and electric industry since 1979 and it has over 30 years
of strong experience to apply to the electronics of harsh
environments. Pikotec has manufactured LED Price Displays
since 2000 and has now become one of the main PPDS
manufactures in all Europe.

System Features

•Connections to POS system via wired RS232, RS485,
Current Loop, Ethernet (TCP/IP), LON interface or via
wireless GSM and RF modem interface.

•  Easy-to-use wireless handheld remote unit to control
and configure up to 9 different pylons with 9 price rows
by 3 sides.

•Different grades can be freely configured by handheld
remote unit. Also brightness adjustment, location of
decimal point and numbers of decimal can be controlled
by handheld unit.

•Flexible system - configurations
will be saved after the first time,
but can be changed anytime
if necessary

•Minimized wiring between
different price rows

•Minimized power consumption
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LED Price Display Features
• Excellent visibility and brightness:

- viewing angle is 70...120 °, depending on
  different requirements
- automatically adjusted brightness is stepless
  and imperceptible to the human eye

• Available with all typical LED colours like yellow,
amber, orange, red, green, blue and white

• Available with different standard sizes
from 100 mm to 600 mm or tailored
according to the customer’s needs

• Customized mounting
• UV protected, non-glare, vandal proof

polycarbonate plastic window
• IP65 waterproof housing
• Segments malfunction diagnostic
• Minimized wiring
• Easy to expand
• Response time to price changing < 1sControl Board Features

- located inside the lowest display
- can be connected direct to

POS system via RS485, RS232
or Current Loop interface

- RS485 connection to
Communication Box when used
LON or Enthernet interface with POS

- RF communication capability with
Handheld Terminal in manual or
automatic use

Handheld Terminal Features

- easy to use full color graphic OLED Display
- RF or RS232 connection to Price Display
- RF transmission distance up to 1 km
- easy Price Pole configuration
- every Price Pole and side of the pole can be

configured independently
- up to 9 pole and 3 side with 9 rows of

every pole can be configured
- price setting in manual
- display and factory setting change
- malfunction alarms of Price Displays
- can be used either portable device or like

radio modem connected to Communication Box
or direct to POS system via RS232

- cover of the enclosure can be turned
depending on is it used on hand or on table

Communication Box Features

- Ethernet with TCP/IP interface to
POS system and eMaintenance use

- LON interface to POS system either
via RS485 or power cable

- capability using only power cable
with LON

- also RS485 and RS232 interface
to POS connection

- GSM/GPSR for remote use

Pikotec Price
Display System

Program
Terminal

POS

POS

GSM/GPSR

POS

Communication
Box

(Option)

RS485

RS232

LONEthernet
(TCP/IP)

RS232 Current
loop

RF

RF

Power
Supply

230/24

Control
Board

Power Supply Features

- 90V – 264VAC input
- 24V/8A output
- IP65/67

RS485

... Side 3

Row 9...

Row 9...



Managing electronics from start to finish

Pikotec Oy Lastaajankatu 5
FI-33560 Tampere, Finland

Tel. +358 3 359 6000
Fax +358 3 359 6040

pikotec@pikotec.fi
www.pikotec.fi
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